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1. Overview 
1.1. In January 2015, at a Windows 10 preview event, Microsoft provided a glimpse of the Microsoft 

Surface Hub device, which is expected to be available later this year.  

1.2. The Surface Hub device is a wall 

mounted, all-in-one touch-screen 

computer. It is expected to be available 

in two sizes: 84” and 55”, both with 4K 

resolution. 

1.3. The Surface Hub is a touch-screen 

computer with several components 

including: NFC, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 2 HD 

cameras, proximity detectors, and a 

microphone array. 

1.4. Microsoft has sold hardware such as 

keyboards and mice for decades, but its focus on hardware has greatly expanded over the past 

few years. The Surface brand was re-launched in 2012 with tablet style computers.  

1.5. The Surface Hub comes from the 2012 acquisition of Perceptive Pixel, which provided touch-

screens to military and media (CNN’s Magic Walls”). 

1.6. The Surface hub can be used independently, or as a display for desktop content though wired 

or wireless (Miracast) options. Features called TouchBack and InkBack allow control of 

connected PC from the Hub’s touch-screen. 

2. Updated Messaging  
2.1. The Surface Hub is an evolution from current generation partner-produced Lync Room Systems 

(LRS), which offer integration with Lync and Exchange, a touch-interface, and a whiteboard. The 

Surface Hub is Microsoft’s direct next-generation offer. Microsoft intends to update LRS 

systems to Skype for Business Room systems (SRS).  

2.2. In addition to Skype4B meetings, the Surface Hub is a standalone whiteboard, display, and 

complete all-in-one Windows 10 room computer.  

2.3. The Lync Room System (LRS) concept was designed by Microsoft, and is sold by Crestron, 

SMART Technologies, and Polycom. The Surface Hub represents the next generation of the 

concept and leverages upcoming new features in Skype for Business and Window 10.  

2.4. From a room system perspective the Surface Hub offers a significant improvement with two 

cameras. The LRS solutions was, by design, restricted to a single USB camera.  

3. Observations 
3.1. The Surface Hub, as well as LRS and SRS, are commonly compared to video conferencing room 

systems. While they do perform this function, they are in a different category both functionally 

and financially due to the large format touch-screen interface. The business justification lies 
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primarily in the familiar Lync interface and features (e.g. click to call, calendaring, etc.) as well 

as applicability of touch-enabled applications such as whiteboard and other emerging solutions.  

3.2. There are a lot of unknowns about the Surface Hub. LRS vendor partners report sales have 

slowed since the January preview. At time of writing, the LRS vendors have little information on 

the Hub, SRS, and new Skype4B features and integrations.  

3.3. Unlike most video room systems, the Surface Hub is a single device. There are no known 

peripherals such as extra cameras or audio devices. Hidden within it are two 1080P cameras 

and a four element phased microphone array. 

3.4. The system will be capable of “focusing” on active speakers through software-based audio and 

video technologies. 

3.5. The Surface Hub display is state-of-the art. 84”, 4K, with multi-touch technology (sensitivity up 

to 100 points at once).  

3.6. There is not a traditional Windows login. Microsoft created a new UI with touch prompts for a 

scheduled meeting, Skype4B, OneNote, and Connect (share).  

4. Opinion 
4.1. The Surface Hub, from a Lync/Skye4B perspective is not that different than LRS. Comparing to 

SMART Technologies LRS, both offer proximity sensors, Wi-Fi, and whiteboard. Many of the 

Hub’s demonstrated improvements such as no-lag inking are likely generational improvements 

in software and hardware.  

4.2. The SMART systems also support Ink-back and Touch-back functionality through SMART 

software and a dual cable for USB and video – similar to the setup in Microsoft’s 

demonstration.  

4.3. The big upgrade from the LRS design is the built-in Windows 10 computer in the Surface Hub. 

This will give the device additional functionality beyond Lync/Skype4B and OneNote.  

4.4. The Surface Hub is tightly integrated with Active Directory, Skype4B, Exchange, OneNote, and 

Windows 10. It will be less functional in organizations that do not utilize all of these solutions.  

4.5. Distribution, including sales and support are unclear. Enterprise A/V systems are predominately 

sold though specialized high-touch channels that operate with higher margins for their 

expertise. Presumably, the Surface Hub will be sold through mass distribution channels.  

4.6. All-in-one devices offer a simplified architecture, but can result with shorter lifespans as 

separate components cannot be upgraded.  

4.7. Prices could be very high, considering mass market 85” 4k televisions sell for $25k which only 

represent a small portion of the Surface Hub’s functionality. As a result, the Surface Hub is 

positioned for enterprise customers. As prices drop, it is conceivable that future models will be 

targeted at educational, SMB, and even residential markets.  

4.8. Microsoft’s move into hardware is quite disruptive for its partner ecosystem. Apple’s success 

has caused many software companies to jump into integrated systems. Hardware expertise, 

requires design, manufacturing, distribution, and support competencies which take time to 

create. As Microsoft expands into hardware there will be inevitable disruption and casualties in 

the ecosystem including vendors, distributors, and potentially end users.  

 


